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Acclaim for Deri Latimer’s

Wake Up to Your Habits!
“A simple, easy to use guide for managing your emotions and getting
more of what you want out of life. As Deri always says: You can choose
to wake up!”
Gordon Dale
Author, Fool’s Republic
www.gordonwdale.com
“Deri Latimer has the innate ability to capture the essence of emotions
and place them into words. Wake Up To Your Habits will help many,
many people find inner peace in life’s most difficult moments. Through
Deri’s insightful and introspective articulation, anyone who reads this
book will feel challenged and empowered to live a better life – every
day.”
Rob Wozny
Communications Specialist
Sound Strategy Communications Ltd.
www.soundstrategy.ca
“While there are many books about the mind-body connection, Deri’s
positive energy, humor, compassion and belief in people’s potential offer
a different way to go about making this connection. Deri goes beyond
the message that the way we think and feel affects our behaviour, and
offers tools to shift our thinking and recognize the stories behind our
emotions so that we can make more conscious and more positive choices
about where we go from here. Not only does the book include simple and
insightful questions that offer a different way to tell our stories, but the
photographs depicting the range of emotions are vibrant and poignant
reminders of how they look on us.”
Irene Friesen-Hughes
Manager, Learning & Development
Human Resource Association of Manitoba
www.hrmam.org
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“Deri has pulled together fantastic information to create valuable and
easy to use tools to wake you up! This book is a great reminder that we
do get into unwelcome habits and need to give ourselves a pinch (or a
stretch or a squeeze!) to get back to where we really want to be. Using
these exercises makes it quick and easy to shift into a new groove.”
Jennifer Kilimnik
Organization Development Consultant
Health Care Industry
“Deri is a true inspiration – knowledgeable, an expert in her field, an
explosion of energy delivering an important and meaningful message
with a professional work ethic to back it all up! She delivers an amazing
performance and is by far one of the most interesting and unique people
I have ever met. I could listen to her for hours. Her energy is addictive.
She is true to herself, inspiring and truly
amazing!”
Jackie Desrochers
Training and Development Consultant
Manitoba Civil Service Commission
“A great book. The simple but practical exercises reminds all of us that
we have the power to do more than just react to our world; we have the
power to create the world we want.”
Dr. Dawn-Marie Turner PhD, CMC
President
Turner Change Management Inc.
www.thinktransition.com
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Dedication
To my Family
Randy, Ali and Max
with Gratitude

For your patience with me as I learn new grooves.
For being willing to move into new grooves yourself.
For adding positive energy and joy to my life.
For awakening me every day.
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Foreword
Wake Up to Your Habits! By Deri Latimer
WARNING. This energizing book by Deri Latimer is not meant for
bedtime reading because it will wake you up as you get energized and
inspired. The book offers fifty-two strong strategies to get you out of a
habit rut and into a new and healthier habit groove.
The book offers a mental, emotional, and physical message and massage
to enhance your well-being. In our busy lives, most of us are mindless
of our emotions and habits as we carry on day after day in familiar yet
detrimental ruts. Deri’s book provides needed guidance to pause, get out
of a rut, and move into a new groove.
The index of negative and positive emotions will enrich your emotional
vocabulary and the use of stories, questions, and body practices will
enliven your emotional and behavioral experiences.
I believe it was significant that Deri chose 52 strategies. This is the same
amount of cards that are in a deck of playing cards and the same amount
of weeks in a year. Embrace the 52 cogent and practical chapters, be
playful with your habits, and work on one chapter each week to make
this book last for a full year. And then, start all over again for the next
year.
More than a book to be read, this is a book to practice and experience.
Thank you Deri for such a practical book that will keep us awake enlivened and enthused as we jump into a new groove.
David Zinger
Founder of the Employee Engagement Network
Author of Zengage and Assorted Zingers.
www.davidzinger.com
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OPEN
Are You ‘Asleep’?
Consider the following scenarios...
• the parent yelling at the child and repeating, ‘If I’ve told you once,
I’ve told you a thousand times...!’
• the leader who wonders why her team does not trust her, while
neglecting to notice that she does not trust the team.
• the store clerk who shuffles in to work each day, barely aware of
what is happening around him.
• the musician who, according to her friends, has ‘the best job ever’,
but searches for joy and happiness in her life.
• the accountant who feels powerless to change his work experience.
• the manager who wants to show care and concern for an employee
who has been a problem for the manager for years.
• the office worker who constantly argues with her co-worker.
• the co-worker who is irritated by the behavior of the office worker.
Do any of these sound familiar?
Perhaps you are ‘asleep’. Not literally, but figuratively. Perhaps you are
in a rut.
A rut is a pattern of thinking, feeling and behaving that has become automatic or routine. It is a mindless experience. In fact, when you are in a
rut, it is just like sleepwalking through your experience. You think, feel
and behave as you HAVE DONE in the past. And, of course, your results
continue to be the same.

A rut is a signal that it’s time to ‘wake up’!
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We All Have Habits
We all have habits – how we move, the way we think, how we associate
feelings. We have preferences for what we do.

These habits - negative and positive - determine
our experience from moment to moment.

In my work as a speaker, facilitator and trainer, many people have told
me that they are overwhelmed, tired, and operating on ‘autopilot’. They
are ‘going through the motions’ in life using expressions like ‘getting
through the day’ to describe their everyday experience.
It is almost as though their habit patterns have induced a kind of ‘sleep’,
a lack of awareness, presence and ownership that can negatively affect
relationships and personal wellness.
On the other hand, I have seen what happens when people are engaged,
doing their best, and being truly effective. Often, they are not even
‘awake’ to this experience, and they miss the opportunity to capitalize on
it − and repeat it!
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You Create Your Experience
Your thoughts create your feelings which drive your behaviors.

Groove Model
For example, if you believe that the meeting you are about to attend is
going to be a waste of time, you will be charged with negative, low energy. You might resent having to go to the meeting because you have so
much other work that needs to be done. This feeling of resentment drives
your behavior. Your behavior might include all or some of the following
− you show up late because other things are more important to you, you
sit back in your chair with a ‘let’s get on with it’ agitation, you eyeball
your blackberry regularly to see what ELSE you could be attending to,
you hardly hear what is being said because your mind is elsewhere, and
your eye contact is low and disengaged from the speaker because you
aren’t interested in what they are saying. The other meeting attendees
will likely respond with negative emotion toward you, and disengage
from you during the meeting. And guess what? The meeting will end up
being a complete waste of time for you, just as you had predicted!
Patterns become habits over time, and the
pathways or programs become embedded in
you. They become your ‘default’, your
automatic response.
Some of your personal pathways and programs work FOR you. They
help you to create the positive outcomes that matter in your life.
Some habits, like those demonstrated in the meeting example above, are
not working for you , and are, in fact, working AGAINST you and your
best interests. This is an indication that you are in a ‘rut’.
I have some experience with ruts.
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I grew up in northern Manitoba where, for most of my early life, the
roads were unpaved gravel surfaces. And what happens to unpaved roads
over time, with traffic and weather, etc.? They become rutted. And what
happens to the wheels of your car when you drive on a rutted road? The
wheels go directly into the ruts. In fact, sometimes the ruts are so deep,
you can let go of the wheel and still stay on the same course. It’s almost
as if you could ‘doze off’ and you’d still arrive at the same destination.
This is precisely how your personal pathways and programs work inside
of you. They become automatic, you ‘sleep’ through your experience,
and you keep getting the same results.
Anyone who has driven on rutted roads knows that you can drive out of
the ruts. It takes some effort and a new sight line, a new destination, or
the desire for a new outcome, but in time, you will create new grooves
that will take you where you want to go.
It’s the same with your personal ruts.

You can move into a new groove, with new
thoughts, new feelings and new behaviors
that become your new habits.
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Wake Up!
Someone asked me once, “When is it time to wake up to your habits?”
The answer is simple − regularly! For sure, you need to wake up to your
habits when you are feeling negative, deflated, or have low energy. You
can also wake up on a regular routine. Just like your alarm wakes you
up for work, you can set up a schedule to tune in regularly (daily, for
example, at your first break in the morning) to assess how you are feeling, and then begin to make adjustments to create a new experience. You
might not know what you are thinking, or even how you are behaving,
but you likely have a good sense of how you are feeling or how you want
to feel. That is the place to start.

Choose how you want to feel, think and act.
Wake Up!
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What’s Your Story?
You own your thoughts. Your thoughts include everything from your beliefs, values and attitudes to your expectations, needs and desires. These
thoughts are often embedded in the stories you tell yourself at various
times during the day. You might behave as though your story IS real, but
your story is likely just that — a story.
You can change your thoughts, which will change
your feelings, which will change your behaviors,
which will change your results!
For example, Jessica told me that she was envious of a co-worker who
seemed to be constantly selected over her for ‘plum’ projects and job
opportunities. Jessica believed this person put her – and others – down
so he could elevate his own worth to their manager. This created feelings
of resentment, anger and jealousy in Jessica toward this person and their
manager. Those feelings resulted in inconsistent, unprofessional behavior on Jessica’s part, which certainly did not serve her well as a candidate for promotion in the department!
Essentially, although Jessica behaved as though it was reality, it was, in
fact, merely a story that she created. She really did not know the intentions of her co-worker, but she COULD, however, find a way to manage
her own thoughts, feelings and behaviors so that they worked FOR her
rather than AGAINST her.
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Create a New Story
The Groove Model also works in reverse. When you change your behaviors, you begin to shift your feelings, which will help you to create new
thoughts and a new story.

Groove Model
Remember that the people around you are responding to your behaviors.
They do not know your thoughts or your feelings, but they certainly are
responding to them as a result of your behaviors. When you change your
behaviors, you impact the way others respond to you, and you change
your results.
When you begin to develop a new habit,
you begin to move into a new habit groove!
In the meeting example on page 10, you could decide to be more engaged in the meeting. You could choose thoughts to help you to engage
— “How can I benefit from this meeting?”, “What piques my interest
about the agenda, the attendees, and the possibilities?” and “What can I
contribute to this meeting?” — and before long you will begin to ‘feel’
more engaged and act more engaged. Or you could choose to begin ‘behaving’ like you are engaged —arrive on time, sit upright in your chair,
make eye contact with others in the room, ask questions, and contribute
ideas — and as others respond to your engaging behavior, you will begin
to feel more engaged. Soon, you will think differently and create a new
story about your meeting.
To change her story, Jessica decided to congratulate her co-worker on his
new projects. She met with her manager and indicated her interest in any
new projects coming up in the department. Her behaviors began to shift
her emotions, and helped her to create a new story about her co-worker
and her manager.
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C’s The Moment!
What follows is a practical resource to help you enhance your energy and
mindfully choose how you want to feel, think and act — to ‘Wake Up’.
The exercises enclosed will help you notice and change some of your
habit patterns, as well as create new patterns. They will assist you to C’s
the Moment as you Connect with your feeling, Choose a new story, and
Create a new habit.

You can increase your emotional self-awareness,
take control of your thinking, and change your
behavior.
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About This Book
This book combines learning from Neuro-Linguistic Programming,
Mindfulness, Emotional Intelligence, Whole Brain Thinking, Positive
Psychology, Appreciative Inquiry, and Body Work to create Think-FeelDo as a holistic approach to learning and change.
This resource began with a set of cards that I designed with two
professional colleagues, Nancy Peterson and Joyce Rankin
(www.shapingthemoment.com). The three of us brought years of experience in organization change and facilitation to create the cards. Our
dream was to encourage you to help yourself and those around you focus
on connecting to your feelings, notice the stories your mind creates, and
choose actions that support a positive shift in your understanding and
your life.
I now offer this experience to you in another, enhanced format.
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Use This Resource
This book will help you heighten your senses and Wake Up To Your
Habits!
“C’s the Moment” to Connect, Choose and
Create positive experiences in your life!

Each of the 52 chapters highlights a different kind of emotional experience. The first 26 chapters reflect ‘negative’ emotions that can ‘induce
sleep’ and unproductive and unwelcome outcomes. The next 26 chapters
reflect ‘positive’ emotions that will help you produce productive and
welcome outcomes.
In each chapter, you will find synonyms for a feeling, either positive or
negative, and a statement and questions that pose alternatives to the story
you may have created as a result of that feeling. You will also find a kinaesthetic or body-centered exercise designed to help you become aware
of the physical sensations of the feeling. The combination of think-feeldo can foster a new sense of possibility for you.

Choose your behavior.
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Start Here

This resource can be used to help you move through a negative feeling
that might be getting in your way, and to generate a positive feeling
that would be useful for you at any particular time.
Choose a feeling you want to change, or choose a feeling you want to
generate.

Transform a ‘Negative’ Emotion:

Refer to the first 26 chapters when you are experiencing a negative
emotion that is distracting you from being effective.
Examples are:
• You are about to meet with a staff member with whom you
have had a challenging relationship. You are feeling frustrated. You want to be in a better emotional state when you
meet with the person because you know that you need to 		
work together on a new project.
• Something happened at work today and you are feeling judgmental and critical of the way your manager behaved. You
want to release yourself from this feeling so that you do not
take this energy home to your family.
• You are feeling bored, disengaged and disinterested in your
work. You want to feel differently.
• A family member has said something that you are finding
difficult to forgive or move past.

Follow these steps when you find yourself in a ‘Negative’
Emotion:
√ Use the index to find an emotion label that best reflects 		
HOW YOU FEEL.
√ Ask yourself, ‘WHAT’S MY STORY?’ What are you saying
to yourself that is connected to this feeling?
√ Ask and answer the Thinking Questions. Notice how your
feeling starts to shift.
√ Complete the body exercise.
√ Decide what you will do NOW .
√ Now that you have generated new thoughts and shifted your
emotional and physical energy, which behavior option seems
best suited to helping you achieve a positive outcome in this
situation?
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Generate a ‘Positive’ Emotion:
Refer to chapters 27-52 when you want to generate a positive feeling
that will help you be more effective.
Examples are:
• You want to be happier at home.
• You want to be relaxed and de-stressed when you meet with
your bank manager to ask for a loan.
• You are about to make an important presentation and you
want to be confident.
• The big office party is tonight. You want to be calm and 		
comfortable for the event.

Follow these steps when you want to generate a ‘Positive’
Emotion:
√ Use the index to find an emotion label that best reflects 		
HOW YOU WANT TO FEEL.
√ Ask yourself, ‘WHAT’S MY STORY?’ What are you saying
to yourself that is connected to the absence of this feeling?
√ Ask and answer the Thinking Questions. Notice how your
feeling starts to shift.
√ Complete the body exercise.
√ Decide what you will do NOW.
√ Now that you have generated new thoughts and shifted your
emotional and physical energy, which behavior option seems
best suited to helping you achieve a positive outcome in this
situation?
Try the exercises by yourself, with a partner or
colleague, or even with your kids!

As you do the exercises, notice your thoughts. How does what you
think affect how you feel and what you choose to do?
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INDEX OF EMOTIONS
‘Negative’
Chapter
1

Feeling
Angry, Irritated, Frustrated

Page
25

4
5

Cautious, Guarded, Wary
Concerned, Uneasy, Upset

31
33

2
3

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26

Anxious, Fearful, Worried
Bored, Disengaged, Uninterested

Confused, Puzzled, Conflicted
Derailed, Lost, Disconnected

Disgusted, Shocked, Revolted
Embarrassed, Self-Conscious, Humiliated
Helpless, Powerless, Vulnerable
Hopeless, Discouraged, Doomed

Inadequate, Unfit, Incompetent
Insincere, Dishonest, Hypocritical
Jealous, Envious, Wanting

Judgmental, Critical, Disapproving
Miserly, Protective, Tight

Mournful, Sad, Grief-Stricken
Narcissistic, Self-Centered, Egotistical

Overwhelmed, Inundated, Weighed Down
Pessimistic, Cynical, Distrustful
Resentful, Bitter, Offended
Scattered, Spread Thin, Disoriented
Ashamed, Guilty, Mortified
Threatened, Exposed, Defenceless
Vengeful, Unforgiving, Ruthless
Weak, Fragile, Pathetic
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27
29

35
37

39
41
43
45

47
49
51

53
55

57
59

61
63

65
67
69

71
73
75

INDEX OF EMOTIONS
‘Positive’
Chapter
27
28
29

30
31

32
33

34
35
36

37

38
39
40

41
42

43
44

45
46

47
48
49

50
51

52

Feeling
Abundant, Blessed, Adored
Amazed, Enthralled, Awed
Amused, Playful, Funny

Aroused, Desiring, Passionate
Attracted, In-Synch, Camaraderie
Blissful, In-Flow, Creative
Caring, Compassionate, Tender

Challenged, Stretched, Growing
Cheerful, Happy, Grateful
Content, Calm, Comfortable
Courageous, Confident, Strong

Page
79
81
83

85
87

89
91

93
95
97

99

Delighted, Joyful, Elated
Empathetic, Understanding, Relating
Engaged, Energized, Interested

101
103
105

Free, Letting Go, Open
Generous, Giving, Kind

111
113

Enthused, Eager, Motivated
Expecting, Anticipating, Wanting

Hopeful, Optimistic, Faithful
Loving, Affectionate, Liking

107
109

115
117

Outrageous, Risk-Taking, Conviction
Proud, Triumphant, Accomplished
Relaxed, Easy, De-Stressed

119
121
123

Self-Confident, Self-Assured, Aligned

129

Respected, Honored, Considered
Responsive, Capable, Willing
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125
127

Part One
Negative
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Chapter 1
Angry Irritated Frustrated

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
CONNECT TO MY HEART
• What am I reacting to?
• What about the other person’s behavior reminds me of me?
• What can I do to care for myself, the other person, the
situation?

Practice the Body Exercise
SKIING
Stand with feet apart and knees bent as if you are skiing. Bring your
hands up and then down, allowing a ‘swoosh’ sound to come out of your
mouth as you breathe out. Repeat 5-8 times or until you have released
some of the angry energy. Notice your capacity to care once the energy
is released.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 2
Anxious Fearful Worried

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
VISUALIZE A TRANQUIL SCENE
• What’s the worst thing that could happen?
• Is it possible? Is it probable?
• What do I notice when I use the mantra “As I breathe in calm,
I release anxiety”?

Practice the Body Exercise
DEEP BREATHS
Take up to 20 slow, deep breaths in through the nose, out through the
nose. If you lose count, start over. Notice when you feel calmer.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 3
Bored Disengaged Uninterested

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
OWN MY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ENGAGEMENT
• What do I want to create for myself and others in this situation?
• How can I become/stay engaged physically, emotionally,
mentally and spiritually?
• What is my interest?

Practice the Body Exercise
LEAN
Stand straight, spine erect, with both feet on the floor. Collapse your
posture, with your chest folded over your belly. Experiment with leaning forward, to the side and to the back. How does the change affect
your interest level in each position? Notice the difference when you stand
erect.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 4
Cautious Guarded Wary

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
NURTURE MY SAFE-KEEPING SELF
• What am I trying to protect?
• How can I feel safe?
• Which adventure could I seek?

Practice the Body Exercise
STAGED BREATHING
Place one hand on your upper chest, a second underneath your ribs. Notice the movement in each area of your chest as you breathe in and out.
Bring the upper hand to your lower belly and repeat. Ensure air is flowing smoothly into each area. Feel the chest rise and fall. Does one place
move less freely than another?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 5
Concerned Uneasy Upset

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
CHECK IN WITH MY INTUITION
• What is forefront in my mind?
• What does my intuition tell me?
• Which action might I take towards being carefree?

Practice the Body Exercise
RUBBING
Rub your forehead. Rub your arms vigorously. Now rub your belly in
circles. Let the sensations comfort you. Look up. What else might you
do to support yourself?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 6
Confused Puzzled Conflicted

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
“WALK AROUND” THE SITUATION FROM
DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
• What are the facts and what are my feelings?
• What are the positives and what are the negatives?
• What do I need to eliminate to see more clearly?

Practice the Body Exercise
WALK PERSPECTIVES
Walk as you review the facts of the situation. In a different part of the
room, walk as you review the feelings of the situation. Find another
part of the room. Walk as you find balance and clarity among facts and
feelings.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 7
Derailed Lost Disconnected

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
SEEK A LEVEL OF STABILITY
• What’s throwing me off?
• What is the gift in this situation?
• What do I need to do to feel grounded?

Practice the Body Exercise
STAND LIKE A TREE
Imagine you are a tree. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart, knees
slightly bent, and hands at your side. Look straight ahead. Rest there
while you imagine Earth’s energy rising up through your feet, throughout
your body and out your head. You are connected to the Earth.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 8
Disgusted Shocked Revolted

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
OBSERVE WITHOUT JUDGING
• What happens when I tell myself ‘How fascinating!’?
• What is an alternate explanation?
• What is the lesson for me?

Practice the Body Exercise
BACK OF THE BODY
Breathe deeply into your back. Start at the top of the head, down into
your neck, each vertebra in your spine, and down to your pelvis. As you
breathe all the way through your body, notice your capacity to hold and
release strong feelings.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 9
Embarrassed Self-Conscious Humiliated

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
TAKE MYSELF LESS SERIOUSLY
• What is funny about this situation?
• What can I learn from this experience?
• What do I admire about myself going through this experience?

Practice the Body Exercise
SINK AND RISE
Imagine your body sinking into the floor. What do you notice?
Imagine your body light as air. Notice the location in your body where
you ‘rise above’ the moment.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 10
Helpless Powerless Vulnerable

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
DRAW UPON MY EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
• What would I advise another to do?
• Which resources can I attract to help me?
• What will energize me to act?

Practice the Body Exercise
THICK SPACE
Imagine your body is hollow and the air around you is thick. Spread
your fingers and slowly move them. Notice the feeling of the ‘thick
space’ between your fingers, and how with little effort, you have the
resources to move.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 11
Hopeless Discouraged Doomed

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
PRACTICE THE THREE O’S OF OPTIMISM
• What do I ‘own’? What do others ‘own’?
• Have I reminded myself that this is one occasion, a moment in
time, not a permanent state?
• Which opportunity gives me the hope that I can deal with this
challenge?

Practice the Body Exercise
WALK BACKWARDS
Walk carefully backwards. Feel the toe touch the ground, then the heel.
Notice the courage you have to move without being able to see where
you are going. When you are ready, turn around and notice the opportunity to move in a new direction.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 12
Inadequate Unfit Incompetent

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
RECALL A BEST EXPERIENCE
• What is one of my best experiences in which I felt confident?
• What am I seeing, hearing, feeling and doing in that best
experience?
• Which affirmation can I create to remind myself that I am
capable and confident?

Practice the Body Exercise
STANCE
Stand as you normally do. Notice your feet, the position of your shoulders and hands. Shrink your position to express inadequacy; exaggerate
your position to express confidence.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 13
Insincere Dishonest Hypocritical

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
INTEGRITY – DO THE RIGHT THING
• What is the ‘right thing’ to do in this situation?
• What is one thing I need to do to be authentic?
• How can I do that in a respectful manner?

Practice the Body Exercise
BOWING
Place your hands together over the centre of your chest. Imagine you’re
facing someone you find challenging. Bow slightly, keeping your hands
in place. As you bow, what do you notice about the gesture? How can it
be a gesture of authenticity for you?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 14
Jealous Envious Wanting

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON MY AREAS OF UNIQUENESS
• Why am I comparing myself?
• What is it that this person has that I want too?
• How can I be proud of myself?

Practice the Body Exercise
GAZE
Gaze directly at an object. Now turn your gaze slightly left of the object.
What do you notice that you didn’t see before? Try this looking in a mirror.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 15
Judgmental Critical Disapproving

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
ENLARGE MY FRAME OF REFERENCE
• What are some other possibilities and interpretations?
• What, specifically, do I want in this situation?
• How can I be more accepting?

Practice the Body Exercise
BURN THOUGHTS
Write down your judgments. Imagine using the energy of your thoughts
to burn them up or safely destroy the paper.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 16
Miserly Protective Tight

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON ABUNDANCE
• What am I afraid of losing?
• What abundance exists?
• What generous action can I take?

Practice the Body Exercise
TENSION RELEASE
Move up your body, tightening and then releasing each part. Move from
your feet and ankles to your calves, thighs, buttocks, abdomen and arms.
End by clenching each hand into a fist, then release. Notice the sensation.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 17
Mournful Sad Grief-Stricken

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)

• 54 •

Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MY LOSS
• What have I lost?
• How will I honor what I have lost?
• Which sources of joy will help me recover?

Practice the Body Exercise
TONING
Make a vowel sound — a, e, i, o, u — as you breathe out. Repeat 5-8
times. Experiment with volume, and mouth open or closed. How does
the sound affect how you feel?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 18
Narcissistic Self-Centred Egotistical

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
PUT THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE
• What do I do well?
• Who contributes to my success?
• What keeps me humble?

Practice the Body Exercise
LISTEN DEEPLY
Walk slowly, paying attention to the sounds you hear — your feet on
the floor, the beating of your heart, all around you. What reactions do
you notice in yourself to various sounds? What cues do you take from
internal sounds?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 19
Overwhelmed Inundated Weighed Down

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
LET GO OF DISABLING THOUGHTS
• What am I saying to myself?
• What’s the opposite message?
• What can I let go of to feel peaceful?

Practice the Body Exercise
HANDS OVER EYES
Rub your hands together rapidly until they warm. Place a hand over each
eye. Notice how the soothing heat from your hands calms your state of
mind.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 20
Pessimistic Cynical Distrustful

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
EXPAND MY PERSPECTIVE
• What am I resisting?
• What is one positive in this situation?
• What is my optimistic view?

Practice the Body Exercise
SKIN WITHOUT
Attend to your skin when you breathe. Focus on how your skin holds the
boundary between body and space. What’s triggering your caution? Is it
a previous experience, or something in the external environment?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 21
Resentful Bitter Offended

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON GRATITUDE
• How have I contributed to this feeling of resentment?
• What do I want now?
• What is one thing that I’m grateful for in this situation

Practice the Body Exercise
PENCIL
Place a pencil, or another object you can bite down on evenly, at the
back of your teeth. Relax your jaw. Hold for 1 minute. Feel the muscles
around your mouth relax.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 22
Scattered Spread Thin Disoriented

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
ENHANCE CONCENTRATION
• What’s on my list?
• What is mine? What belongs elsewhere?
• What one thing right now requires my focus?

Practice the Body Exercise
FOCUSING
Sit quietly. Notice where the sensation is located in your body.
Attend to that place and let the sensation or feeling spread. Notice when
it dissipates.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 23
Shamed Guilty Mortified

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
REGAIN SELF-ESTEEM
• How can I forgive myself?
• What do I accept as “true” about me in this experience?
• For what am I proud of myself?

Practice the Body Exercise
WALK GROUNDED
Walk slowly, preferably barefoot. Notice your heel hitting the floor, then
the ball of your foot, and then the toes. Notice the shift in weight from
one leg to the other. Walk with shame, then with pride, and notice the
difference.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 24
Threatened Exposed Defenceless

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
IDENTIFY THE THREAT TO MY SECURITY
• Why do I feel threatened?
• How can I feel safe?
• What am I willing to say or do?

Practice the Body Exercise
TAPPING
Place 2 fingers 2 inches above your heart and tap gently for 1 minute.
Notice a greater sense of calm.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 25
Vengeful Unforgiving Ruthless

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
CHOOSE LOVE
• How do I feel wronged? Why do I feel wronged?
• What do I want to happen?
• How can I forgive?

Practice the Body Exercise
SOURCE
Look down and imagine that the source of the situation is under your
feet. Look up and imagine that the source is above you. Which resource
can you draw down to help you deal with the situation?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 26
Weak Fragile Pathetic

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has
created this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
DRAW UPON MY INNER STRENGTH
• What is my vision of my resilient self?
• Which thoughts support my vision?
• What can I do to align my vision and thoughts?

Practice the Body Exercise
WILLOW
Take turns with a partner. Stand with your feet at shoulder width, hands
loosely at your sides, and knees slightly bent. Lean slightly forward into
the other person without resting on them. Experiment leaning toward the
back or side direction. Notice your ability to lean without falling when
the other person moves away.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Part Two
Positive

• 75 •

Chapter 27
Abundant Blessed Adored

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON GIFTS AND BLESSINGS
• How am I blessed?
• What are my gifts?
• How have these benefited me?

Practice the Body Exercise
ABUNDANCE
Think of a time when someone did something for you without being
asked. Expand this to include all the blessings you have received in your
life. What do you notice in your body when these come to mind? Allow
the sensations to expand and spread throughout your body.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 28
Amazed Enthralled Awed

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
CONNECT TO SPIRIT
• When have I felt like this before?
• What is different about this situation?
• What inspires me?

Practice the Body Exercise
SENSING
Visualize an awe-inspiring scene. Fill in the details of taste, smell, sight
and sound as if you could touch the experience. Where in your body do
you respond to the sensory images?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 29
Amused Playful Funny

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
BE IN THE MOMENT
• Where is the opportunity for fun?
• What’s funny about this situation?
• What will make me laugh?

Practice the Body Exercise
LAUGHING
Practice laughing. It may feel forced at first. Make a gentle effort to
enjoy not taking yourself so seriously.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 30
Aroused Desiring Passionate

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
ENGAGE THE SENSES
• What’s enticing about this?
• What am I most passionate about?
• What do I really want?

Practice the Body Exercise
SKIN TO BLOOD
Stand quietly. Focus your attention on your skin. Imagine your blood
vessels, nerves, muscles and bones. Tap into your sense of aliveness
from within.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 31
Attracted In-Synch Camaraderie

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
LOOK FOR SYNERGY
• Where is our common ground?
• How do we strengthen each other?
• In what way are they like me?

Practice the Body Exercise
MINDFUL MOVEMENT
Stand quietly for a few breaths. As you breathe in, remain still. As you
breathe out, move slowly – walk, turn or gesture. Pause as you breathe
in. Repeat. Notice the beauty of mind and body in harmony.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 32
Blissful In-Flow Creative

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
LET GO AND PLAY
• What is the opportunity?
• Which senses are heightened?
• What am I able to see in a new way?

Practice the Body Exercise
PLAY WITH COLOR
Experiment with color. Use pencils, crayons, paints, photos or fabric.
Create an image without forethought or a result in mind. What do you
notice about the color, patterns and textures? Notice your thoughts and
feelings as you play.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 33
Caring Compassionate Tender

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
CONNECT TO MY HEART
• Who or what brings out tenderness in me?
• What touches my heart?
• How can I care for myself and/or others?

Practice the Body Exercise
BLINK
Close your eyes and imagine that you are sitting face to face with someone you love. Pay attention to your feelings of care and tenderness.
Now open your eyes.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 34
Challenged Stretched Growing

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON THE OPPORTUNITY
• What can I do to stretch my ability?
• How have I successfully met challenges in the past?
• When does stretched become stressed?

Practice the Body Exercise
CLIMB A MOUNTAIN
Imagine yourself climbing a steep rock. Feel the effort in your muscles.
Breathe as you go forward step by step. When you reach the top, you
can see for miles. How does that feel in your body?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 35
Cheerful Happy Grateful

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
THINK GRATITUDE
• What am I grateful for?
• What makes me smile?
• What are my blessings?

Practice the Body Exercise
GRATITUDE
Start a Gratitude Journal. Each day, write down three things for which
you are grateful. What do you notice in a week? In a month?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 36
Content Calm Comfortable

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON BREATHING
• How can I let go?
• What image or sounds help me feel content?
• Where does calm reside in me?

Practice the Body Exercise
GENERATE CALM
Relax into a favorite position. Touch your thumbs and forefingers and
interlock them to make two rings. Rest here for 1-2 minutes.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 37
Courageous Confident Strong

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
BRING PAST SUCCESSES FORWARD
• What are my strengths?
• When have I been successful before?
• To what do I look forward?

Practice the Body Exercise
CENTERING
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Rock gently back and forth
until you find a place of balance. Feel the ground, and then reach for the
sky from the top of your head. Notice the space in front, behind, and at
your sides. This place of balance is your center.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 38
Delighted Joyful Elated

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON PLEASURE
• What is the source of my delight?
• What brings me joy?
• What uplifts me?

Practice the Body Exercise
HA BREATH
Breathe in through your nose, out through your mouth. As you breathe
out, allow the sound “Haaaaaa” to come out. Experiment by making the
sound soft and loud. What else happens in your body as you do this at
least 8 times?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 39
Empathetic Understanding Relating

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
OBSERVE AND HONOR THE OTHER PERSON
• What emotion am I noticing in the other person?
• What do they need?
• Where do I feel connected to them?

Practice the Body Exercise
MIMICKING
Step into the other person’s shoes by experimenting with mimicking the
person’s standing, sitting, walking and gestures. Put yourself in their
posture. How does it feel? What thoughts come up?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 40
Engaged Energized Interested

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
ENLIVEN CURIOSITY
• How will I benefit from this?
• What piques my curiosity?
• What can I contribute?

Practice the Body Exercise
ENERGIZE
Recall the last time you were energized. What were you saying, seeing
and feeling? What did you do? What helps you engage now?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 41
Enthused Eager Motivated

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
SEE THE POSSIBILITIES
• Which possibilities emerge?
• What’s in it for me?
• What’s enticing about this?

Practice the Body Exercise
FOLLOW YOUR IMPULSE
Lie on the floor for 5-10 minutes. Start in stillness. Notice the body’s
impulse to move; follow the impulse. Pause and wait for the next impulse. Which new possibilities emerge when you operate from impulse?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 42
Expecting Anticipating Wanting

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
LET GO OF OUTCOMES
• What is a likely result?
• What am I expecting?
• If that doesn’t occur, what else is possible?

Practice the Body Exercise
LETTING GO
Where do you carry expectations in your body? Sit quietly, focusing on
the out breath. With each breath, let go of any thoughts. Where do you
experience the tension or release?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 43
Free Letting Go Open

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
FOCUS ON NOW
• When do I feel most free?
• What do I do to let go and be in the present moment?
• What opens me up?

Practice the Body Exercise
OPENING
Stand tall, balanced on both feet. Place your hands behind your head,
fingers laced together. Press the back of your head into your clasped
hands. Notice the sense of uplifting and opening in your chest and upper
back.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 44
Generous Giving Kind

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
DEVELOP AN APPRECIATIVE EYE
• What do I have to give?
• What can I offer to others
• How do I express kindness?

Practice the Body Exercise
RESONANCE
Put on an inspiring piece of music; use headphones if possible. Close
your eyes and listen deeply. When the piece is finished, sit quietly for a
few moments and notice the resonance of the music in your body.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 45
Hopeful Optimistic Faithful

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
MAKE ROOM FOR MYSTERY
• What is the opportunity here?
• What am I hoping for?
• What belief will serve me here?

Practice the Body Exercise
HOLDING SPACE
Sometimes waiting generates tension. We don’t know what to expect.
Bring that tension into your body by tightening your legs and feet, your
buttocks, your arms and chest. Then release each one and breathe into
the release. How would you describe the sensation after the release?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 46
Loving Affectionate Liking

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
APPRECIATE WHAT MATTERS
• What do I appreciate?
• What effect am I looking for?
• What matters?

Practice the Body Exercise
EXPRESS AFFECTION
Stand tall. Notice what you appreciate about your body – your feet, legs,
torso, shoulders and head. What do you like about your senses - smell,
taste, touch, hearing and sight? Expand your affection to all of you.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 47
Outrageous Risk-Taking Conviction

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
MAKE A LEAP
• What risks am I willing to take
• What is exciting about this opportunity?
• How can I make it safe?

Practice the Body Exercise
LION’S ROAR
Sit comfortably or get on your knees. Stick your tongue out, cross your
eyes, and roar. Let the roar come from your belly. Notice the effect on
your breath and sense of humor.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 48
Proud Triumphant Accomplished

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
SAVOR THE VICTORY
• Of what am I most proud?
• What is my greatest accomplishment?
• How have I triumphed against adversity?

Practice the Body Exercise
BE A SUPERHERO
Think of your favorite superhero theme song. Play the tune either in
reality or in your mind. Turn up the volume. Assume the stance of your
favorite superhero! Notice how music affects how you feel.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 49
Relaxed Easy De-Stressed

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
VISUALIZE SERENITY
• Where is my favorite place to unwind?
• With whom am I most at ease?
• What do I do to relax?

Practice the Body Exercise
RELAX
Sit in a comfortable chair. Let your limbs hang free. Notice your entire
body, from the top of your head to the tips of your toes. Tighten each
part and then loosen each part as you move down your body, repeating
the word ‘relax’.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 50
Respected Honored Considered

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
COMMUNICATE NEEDS
• How have I been heard?
• Have I said what I need to say?
• What do I need to feel respected?

Practice the Body Exercise
BE HONORED
Sit comfortably and imagine people offering you something – people you
know really well and less well, people that you like and don’t like. Let
the feeling of being honored by all fill you completely.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 51
Responsive Capable Willing

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
OFFER SELF AS A RESOURCE
• What are my resources?
• What would responsive look like in this situation?
• What am I willing to do?

Practice the Body Exercise
AVAILABILITY
Answer the first question. Move to a different part of the room with each
resource you identify. State the resource (e.g., resilience, support from
friends) and what it offers you. What can you do with these resources?

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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Chapter 52
Self-Confident Self-Assured Aligned

Ask and Answer ‘What’s My Story?’
(What story am I telling myself that has created
the absence of this feeling in this situation?)
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Ask and Answer the Thinking Questions
UNCONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
• What do I like about myself?
• If I accepted myself unconditionally, what would be different?
• What does life in alignment look like?

Practice the Body Exercise
ACCEPTING WHAT IS
Stand with your feet hip-width apart, with your arms and hands hanging
loosely at your sides. Look into a mirror and say, “I accept all of who I
am”. Now turn 90 degrees and repeat, “I accept all of who I am”. Turn
90 degrees twice more until you are facing the mirror. Repeat, turning in
the opposite direction.

What will I do NOW? How will I behave?
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CLOSE
Move out of the Habit Rut, and Into a New Habit Groove!

You’ve got habits! You have personal programs and thinking patterns
that have become automatic. Some of those habits are ruts, leading you
down the same path you’ve traveled before to a similar outcome – and
often one you don’t want. Just like your tires when you drive on a rutted
road, your personal patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving put you
into a state of ‘autopilot’, in which you relinquish control to your habits
and then wonder why you keep getting the same results.
Over time, these ruts can become very deep and embedded, but you
know that with a little effort and the desire to succeed, you can drive out
of the ruts and get to a new destination.
The secret is to Wake Up!

Tune into your experience and the habits
you are creating so you can start to create
new habit grooves.
The more you practice moving through and transforming your thoughts
and behaviors around negative feelings, the more ready you are to create
a different experience for yourself in similar situations.
And the more you practice mindfully creating positive feelings, the
more you will be able to develop new habits of thinking and behaving
that will change your experience in those situations.
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So, Wake Up!
Our lives are self-fulfilling prophecies. We are what we think. The stories we tell ourselves determine how we feel and drive how we behave.

We can think different thoughts, tell ourselves
another story, feel and behave differently,
and create a new reality.

C’s the Moment!
Connect with your emotions,
Choose your thoughts,
Create your experience!
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Some final notes on Positive Behavior:

There are some behaviors that will almost always serve you well:

Smile
√ You know that your smile changes how you feel. It also
changes how others feel because they mirror you.

Pause
√ When you have an emotional reaction to something, stop
and ask yourself, ‘What’s my story? What am I adding to
what I have observed that is creating this feeling in me?’

Make eye contact
√ When you look at the person with whom you are interacting, you are telling them that they matter enough to
garner your full attention.

Be appreciative
√ Let others know what you appreciate about them. Be
specific, identify their behavior, and tell them how you 		
feel when they behave that way.

Start a gratitude journal
√ At the end of each day, record three things for which you
are grateful. You’ll notice an increase in positive
emotion almost instantly!

Manage your energy
√ Remember the basics – drink water, eat nutritionally,
get a good night’s sleep, exercise, take your breaks
at work, and laugh regularly.
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Some final notes on Positive Thoughts:

You can choose positive thoughts that will help you move into new
grooves that serve you well:

I will presume innocence about others’ behavior
√ Everyone else is making up stories, too. Their actions are
a result of their stories. Generally, there is no evil intention
behind their behavior.

People are generally doing the best they can, given the
resources and information available to them at the time
√ If they aren’t performing as you expect or wish they would,
they likely need different resources or information. This
applies to you too! So, forgive, learn, and move on!

I am worthy
√ Believe that you are worthy of all that life has available, and
embrace it! Don’t let limiting habits hold you back.

My organization (leader/co-workers/spouse/child) values me
√ This thought will affect what you notice at work, how you
interpret what you notice, how you feel about work, and how
you behave.

‘Always’, ‘never’ and ‘all’ can be troublesome
√ Speaking in absolutes, either internally or externally, negates
the opportunity for an exception. Life is full of exceptions.
Each moment, person, event, organization and relationship is
unique.

I can change
√ No matter what your experience has been and no matter how
deep the ruts are, you can move into a new groove and make
a positive difference in your results.
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Tell me your stories!
To share your stories, for more information, or to provide feedback or
feedforward (for future resources already in the works), please contact
me at deri@derilatimer.com or visit my website
http://www.derilatimer.com

THANK YOU!
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